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I n the annual graduate employment

survey conducted for 1998, about

74 per cent of the respondents were

in full-time employment by end December

last year despite the severe economic

downturn in the Region. Out of these

employed graduates, nearly 70 per cent

have secured a job within two months after

their final examination, and received more

than two job offers on average.

Employment survey of 1998 graduates

The survey, conducted by the University’s

Student Affairs Office, also revealed a record

high of 12 per cent of graduates pursuing

further studies upon graduation. As the job

market has remained soft, there were 8 per

cent of respondents still in the process of

job hunting while 4.7 per cent of them

started off with part-time jobs.

The overall salary of graduates stood at

$12,099, with health services, social services

and teaching being the three categories of

highest salaries. Their average monthly

salaries were $19,476, $15,632 and $15,129

respectively. The salary of more than half

of the total employed graduates fell between

$8,000 and $11,999.

About 17 per cent of those employed

reported that they were required to work

out of Hong Kong, nearly 90 per cent being

on the mainland.

Among different employment sectors,

manufacturing had the largest number of

employed graduates ,  fo l lowed by

community/social services.

As in the past years, the majority of

graduates found the training they received

at the University relevant to their work.

The figure came close to 80 per cent in the

survey. And for those who chose to

continue their studies, with an aim to

enhance academic qualifications, over half

of the graduates opted for the PolyU.

The above findings were based on 3,411

questionnaires returned, which represented

a high response rate of 85 per cent.  
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Distribution of employed graduates and basic salaries by employment sector*
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Basic salaries by level of award * �� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&
Level of award No. of graduates Basic monthly salary�� !

============�� �� !
Doctorate �� ! 6 $20,648
Master’s Degree �� ! 93 $15,590
Bachelor’s Degree ��� 1,678 $12,646
Higher Diploma �� ! 602 $9,893
Diploma �� 136 $12,355
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The first batch of mainland students

to study at the PolyU in the

coming academic year has arrived

in Hong Kong in June. To help the 24

outstanding students adapt to local

university life, Aetna International Inc.

has donated $1 million to sponsor them

to undertake an intensive orientation

programme during the summer.

On June 9 at the donation ceremony on

campus, Mr. Patrick Poon, Senior Vice

President (Greater China Region) of Aetna,

presented the generous donation to

President Prof. Poon Chung-kwong to

support the University’s new initiative.

Prof. Poon said the scheme to recruit

outstanding mainland students “is mutually

beneficial to both Hong Kong and the

mainland as students can learn from each

other and acquire a deeper understanding

of each other’s culture”.

The two-month programme is designed

for students to learn about the PolyU as

well as the Hong Kong community. It

comprises a full range of activities, covering

intensive language training on English and

Cantonese, workshops on study skills,

computer training courses, and a series of

orientation and social events.

Aetna sponsors PolyU mainland students

Aetna has also committed to support

the summer training programme for

mainland students of the PolyU in the next

two years.

The decision about accepting students

from the mainland was made by the

University Grants Committee (UGC) in 1998.

The 1999/2000 academic year is the first

time for any UGC-funded institution to take

one per cent of its allocated first-year-first-

degree students from the mainland, and

this comes up to 24 students for the PolyU.

For the recruitment, the PolyU has

reached an agreement with Shanghai’s

Tongji University and Nanjing’s

Southeast University for the two

universities to handle the process

on its behalf.

All of the 24 students, who

are eager to start their academic

programme in September here,

have worked hard to gain their

places. They have performed

in the Chinese mainland’s

higher education admission test

with flying colours, which put

them in the top 10 per cent of

the results list. They have also

obtained an acceptable score in the “Test

of English as a Foreign Language” before

they are admitted to the PolyU.

As the normative length of undergraduate

studies on the mainland differs from that in

Hong Kong, the students have to complete

one-year training in the partner universities

before they come to Hong Kong.

With financial support from The Hong

Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, these

top students have been awarded full

s cho l a r sh ip s  t ha t  cove r  t u i t i on ,

accommodation and living expenses for

the entire period of their studies at the

PolyU.
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Mr Patrick Poon of Aetna (2nd from left) poses with

President Prof. Poon and student representatives.
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from the University, RAPRODS offers

one-stop services to industrialists,”

he said.

“What our partner companies need

to do is to simply tell us their original

concept. RAPRODS will help enhance

the product quality and shorten the

lead time in the areas of industrial

design, engineering analysis and

calculation, CAD/CAM, rapid tooling

and rapid prototyping through the

University’s professional expertise and

advanced technology.”

Concurrent with the signing ceremony,

the auspicious day also marked the inauguration of RAPRODS, an

initiative of the University to promote a wide tange of services to

help industry rapidly develop innovative products and technologies.

Staffed by full-time professionals with proven industrial experience

and drawing on the support of the PolyU’s 1,000 academic staff

from 26 academic departments and other specialist centres, RAPRODS

is unique in that no other local university is committing such level

of resources and efforts in product development. It is also supported

by a wealth of expertise drawn from the PolyU’s International

Strategic Technology Alliances (ISTA). The Alliance, boasting a

total of 17 university members from China, the UK and US, is a

network initiated by the PolyU to promote joint international applied

research and consultancy.  
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T he Asian Industrial Technology Congress ’99, with an aim

to expedite technology transfer for the industries at home

and in the Region, was held from April 27–29 at the Hong

Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. The Congress comprised

three major symposia on emerging technology areas and a large-scale

exhibition of over 60 exhibitors displaying their latest technologies

and innovative products.

At the symposia, more than 150 readily applicable new

technologies and innovative products from 15 countries, half of

which being new to the Region, were presented. Many of the

presentations were contributed by world-class technology suppliers

of various industries.

In his speech at the opening ceremony, President Prof. Poon

said the University “is fully committed to fostering the sustainable

development of local enterprises and helping Hong Kong to become

a knowledge-based economy in the new millennium”.

Two events organized in April by the PolyU were fine examples of the University’s
constant effort in forging further development of local industries.

This year more than 70 prestigious organizations from different

parts of the world have rendered support as supporting organizations,

with a growing interest from the Chinese mainland. Many Chinese

government officials, industrial trade organizations, together with

municipal Environmental Protection Bureaus and Science and

Technology Commissions, have sent delegates to participate in the

Congress.

This biennial event was co-organized by the PolyU and five

major industrial establishments in Hong Kong, namely, the Federation

of Hong Kong Industries, the Hong Kong Industrial Technology

Centre Corporation, the Hong Kong Productivity Council, the HKSAR

Government’s Industry Department and the Chinese Manufacturers’

Association of Hong Kong.

It was funded by the Government’s Industrial Support Fund,

with sponsorships from the Chiang Industrial Charity Foundation

and K.C. Wong Education Foundation.

President Prof. Poon (2nd from left) receivesthe donation from Mr. Roy Chung (2nd fromright), President of the Hong Kong ElectricalAppliances Manufacturers Association.

A n agreement was signed between

the PolyU and Hong Kong Electrical

Appliances Manufacturers Association

on April 28 to provide local industries with

innovative solutions from concept development

to rapid prototyping.

Under the agreement, the Association and

its members will commit $2 million in the

form of donation and service fee for PolyU’s

Rapid Product Development Syndicate

(RAPRODS) to develop innovative products.

The donation will be used for setting

up an Innovative Electrical Appliances

Development Centre within RAPRODS.

At the signing ceremony, PolyU President Prof. Poon Chung-

kwong expressed that the industry sector in Hong Kong, in an

attempt to enhance its competitiveness so as to establish a unique

image internationally, was bound to transform from Original

Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) to Original Design Manufacturing

(ODM).

He believed that the agreement, underpinning a close, mutually

beneficial linkage between electrical appliance manufacturers and

PolyU’s engineering experts, would further facilitate the development

of ODM in Hong Kong.

Mr. Alwin Wong, Head of former Industrial Development

(Technology Resources), shared the view of Prof. Poon. “Backed

by strong professional expertise and equipped with modern facilities

Key industry partners develop innovative products with PolyU
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